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- Aeronautics and Astronautics (TL)
- African History (DT)
- Agriculture (S)
- American Literature (PS)
  - see also Reference
  - see also Special Collections
- Anatomy. Human Anatomy (QM)
  - see Oversize
- Anthropology (GN)
  - see Reference
- Art (N)
  - see Reference
  - see also Audiovisual Materials
- Asian History (DS)
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- Bibliography and Library Science (Z - ZA)
- Biology (QH301 - QH999)
Botany (QK)
Business (HF)
see also Audiovisual Materials

Canadian Literature (PR9180 – PR9199.3)
Chemistry (QD)
Classical Literature (PA)
Communities, Classes and Races (HT)
see Criminology (HV6000 – )
see also Reference
see also Audiovisual Materials
see also Government Documents

Deaf Education
see Curriculum Material

Economics (HB – HE)
see also Audiovisual Materials
Education (L – LD)
see also Audiovisual Materials
see also Curriculum Material
Education of the Deaf (HV2417 – HV2561)
see Curriculum Material
English Language and Philology (PE)
English Literature (PR)
Environmental Science (GE)
see Reference
Environmental Technology (TD)
see also Audiovisual Materials
see also Oversize

Finance (HG)
French Literature (PQ1 – PQ3999)
- General Literature (PN)
  - see also Reference
  - see also Audiovisual Materials

- German History (DD)
  - see Audiovisual Materials

H

- History, African
  - see African History
- History, Asian
  - see Asian History
- History, Germany
  - see German History
- History, United States
  - see U.S. History
- History, United States (Local)
  - see U.S. Local History
- History, World
  - see World History

I

- Information Science
  - see Library and Information Science

L

- Law (K - KZ)
  - see also Audiovisual Materials
  - Library and Information Science (Z - ZA)

M

- Marriage and the Family (HQ1 - HQ1075)
  - see also Reference
  - see also Audiovisual Materials
  - Mathematics (QA)
  - Mechanical Engineering (TJ)
  - Medicine (all R's except for RT)
  - see also Special Collections
  - see also Audiovisual Materials
  - Music (M)
  - see also Audiovisual Materials
Native American Languages (PM)
- see Reference

Natural History (QH1 - QH299)
- see Oversize

Nursing (RT)

Photography (TR)
- see Audiovisual Materials

Physical Education, Recreation and Sport (GV)

Physics (QC)
- see also Curriculum Material

Physiology (QP)

Political Science (J)
- see also Reference

Psychology (BF)

Social History and Conditions, Social Problems, Social Reform (HN)

Social Work, Social Pathology, Social and Public Welfare (HV1 - HV5999)
- see also Audiovisual Materials

Sociology (HM)

Transportation and Communications (HE)
- see Special Collections

U.S. History (E)
- see also Special Collections

U.S. Local History (F1 - F999)
- see Reference

Women (HQ1101 - HQ2044)

World History (D)
- see also Reference
Z

- Zoology (QL)
- see also Reference
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Cannon, J. Thomas. The entrepreneur's strategy guide: ten keys for achieving marketplace leadership and operational excellence. Westport,

HC427.95 .C456 2007

HD30.28 .K453 2006
Kelly, Alan.  The elements of influence : introducing the Playmaker's  
Standard : the new essential system for managing competition, reputation,  

HD30.3 .C37155 2006
Case studies in organizational communication : ethical perspectives and  

HD30.55 .W47 2007
Whitley, Richard.  Business systems and organizational capabilities : the  
institutional structuring of competitive competences.  Oxford ; New York :  

HD31 .H25 2007

HD49 .W45 2007
Weick, Karl E.  Managing the unexpected : resilient performance in an age of  

HD57.7 .L4373 2007
Leadership : understanding the dynamics of power and influence in  
organizations.  2nd ed.  Notre Dame, Ind. : University of Notre Dame Press,  
c2007.

HD60.5.U5 K68 2007
Kourilsky, Marilyn L.  The entrepreneur in youth : an untapped resource for  
economic growth, social entrepreneurship, and education.  Cheltenham, UK ;  

HD61 .C58 2007

HD2358.5.U6 S65 2006
Smith-Hunter, Andrea.  Women entrepreneurs across racial lines : issues of  
human capital, financial capital and network structures.  Cheltenham, UK ;  

HD4904.25 .W6545 2007
Women, men, work and family in Europe.  Basingstoke [England] ; New York :  

HD6483 .F88 2007


Also available on the Internet.


Miller, JoAnn L.  Family abuse and violence : a social problems perspective.
Lanham, MD : AltaMira Press, c2007.
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ML410.R89 T293 2007

ML419.A137 K58 2007

ML420.W5525 L36 2007


Justice, Hilary K. The bones of the others: the Hemingway text from the lost manuscripts to the posthumous novels. Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, c2006.
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c2005.

PS3602.O3255 B43 2008
House, c2008.

QA9 .V38 2006
Velleman, Daniel J. How to prove it : a structured approach. 2nd ed.

QA273 .H694 2006
Hogg, Robert V. Probability and statistical inference. 7th ed. Upper

QC173.C45 A485 2007
Altland, Alexander. Condensed matter field theory. Reprinted with

QD505 .S5454 2007
Sheldon, Roger A. Green chemistry and catalysis. Weinheim : Wiley-VCH ;
Chichester : John Wiley [distributor], 2007.

QD565 .W75 2007
Wright, Margaret Robson. An introduction to aqueous electrolyte solutions.

QH581.2 .M64 2008
Molecular biology of the cell. Reference edition. 5th ed. New York :

QK95 .P548 2008
Plant systematics : a phylogenetic approach. 3rd ed. Sunderland, Mass. :

QK641 C867 2008
Pub., 2008.

QK644 .P54 2002
Plant roots : the hidden half. 3rd ed., rev. and expanded. New York : M.
Dekker, c2002.

QK898.H67 P64 2006

QL549 .P45 2008
Pelham, Jonathan P. A catalogue of the butterflies of the United States and

QL775 .M375 2007

QP86 .A26 2006
Active living, cognitive functioning, and aging. Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, c2006.
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Couwenhoven, Terri. Teaching children with Down syndrome about their bodies,
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SF613.H44 A3 1992b

TD355 .W385 2008

TJ211 .M3673 2007

TL175 .H45 2007

Z232.U6 A5 1961

Z473.G53 M37 2007

Z682.4.C63 B4 2007

ZA3075 .I538 2007
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Kausler, Donald H.  The essential guide to aging in the twenty-first
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PN2289 .D69 2008

PS153.I52 E53 2007

QL666.O6 M3383 2007
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E184.37.S847 S566 2008
Shoptaugh, Terry L. "You have been kind enough to assist me" : Herman Stern and the Jewish refugee crisis. Fargo, ND : Institute for Regional Studies, North Dakota State University, 2008.

F642.T5 T48 2004
Thompson, Mike. The travels and tribulations of Theodore Roosevelt's cabin. 1st ed. San Angelo, Tex. : Laughing Horse Enterprises, c2004.

F644.V35 S28 2007

HE2771.N9 N665 2008 Amendment 1

HE2771.N9 N665 2008 Amendment 2

HT393.N9 N55 2007
Nikle, Jordyn. North Dakota strategic planning profile: findings from the North Dakota strategic planning research project. Fargo, ND: North Dakota State Data Center, [2007]
Also available on the Internet.

HT441.N9 E75 2007
Erickson, Kendra. North Dakota strategic planning community assessment: 2007 survey results: findings from the North Dakota strategic planning research project. [Fargo, N.D.]: North Dakota State Data Center, [2007]
Also available on the Internet.

LD 3375 .M42jpc L4179

LD 3375 .M42jpc M5517

PS3573.O4 Z473 2008
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F204.C2 B79 2007
Brown, Glenn. Glenn Brown's History of the United States Capitol. Annotated ed. in commemoration of the Bicentennial of the United States

Also available on the Internet.

QH31.B23 M34 2007

QM26 .P33 2007

TD885.5.C3 P367 2007
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158 M468b

296.4 G619b

324.6 W133h

326.92 L665h

332.4 H178m

342.7302 H875h
Hubbard-Brown, Janet. How the constitution was created. New York : Chelsea House, c2007.

398.2 M682u
Mitchell, Stephen. The ugly duckling. 1st ed. Cambridge, Mass. :

398.20943 B433p

398.25 D359p

398.8 G982f

571.8 S451f

595.78 F939m

599.88 J52a

616 M978i

636.7 S741

796.357 N427w

B167bas

C264n

H331n

L936p

M168w

M476t

P495k

S351w

W699kbt

W895f
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CD1920
Heitkamp, Heidi. Where are the 'high fives'? [sound recording] women's heritage presentation. [Minot, N.D. : Minot State University, 2008]

CD1921

CD1922

Top of Page

Audiovisual Materials
DD282 .T4613 2007
Das war die DDR [videorecording] eine Geschichte des anderen Deutschland.
   [Northampton, Mass.] : Icestorm International LLC in association with the
   University of Massachusetts, c2007.

HB74.P8 T9 2007
Freakonomics with Levitt and Dubner [videorecording]. Princeton, N.J. :

HB172 .M53 2006
The news hour : [videorecording]. Princeton, NJ : Films for the Humanities
   & Sciences, 2006.

HD8378.5.A2 H45 2007
Help wanted [videorecording]. Princeton, NJ : Films for the Humanities
   & Sciences, c2007.

HF5415.332.C45 H68 2007
How the kids took over [videorecording] [child-driven marketing]. Princeton,

HF5549.5.E43 W678 2002
   Home Video : Distributed in the U.S. by New Video, c2002.

HQ784.V55 K53 2002

HV5825 .E5469 2002
20th century with Mike Wallace. Enemy within [videorecording] drugs and the
   war to stop them. New York : History Channel : A & E Television Network :
   Distributed in the U.S. by New Video Group, 2002.

HV6046 .W6 2002
   c1993.

HV6437 .N53 2002
The new skinheads [videorecording]. Burlington, VT : A&E Home Video ; New

HV6529 .S47 2000
Serial killers [videorecording] profiling the criminal mind. New York : A &

HV6626.5 .R436 2007
Recognizing child abuse [videorecording]. Lawrenceville, NJ : Meridian
   Education Corporation, c2007.

LB3013.32 S5673 2005

LB3013.32 S5674 2005

ML171 V65 2000

ML338 R497 2005

ML410.H13 G467 2003

N6537.V56 Z56 2005

PN1997 C414 2008
El Cid [videorecording]. 2 disc deluxe ed.; widescreen. [s.l.]: Weinstein Company; Santa Monica, CA: Distributed by Genius Products, c2008.

RA591 T36 2004
Also available on the Internet.

RA781 C6746 2005

RA781 F5763 2007

RA781 G417 2006
RA781 .Q53 2006

RA781.15 .I573 2007s
Instructors' choice. 07 step [sound recording]. Salt Lake City, Utah : Power Music, [2007]

RA781.15 .R3767 2007

RA781.15 .S74733 2007

RA781.4 .A3574 2005
Ace's guide to pilates mat training [videorecording]. Monterey, CA : Healthy Learning, [2005].

RA781.4 .S535 2007

RA781.7 .K6524 2007

RA781.7 .S6859 2003
Soulfood (Musical group). Yoga dream [sound recording]. Chanhassen, MN : Soulfood, [2003]

RA781.7 .S68594 2006
Soulfood (Musical group). Yoga groove [sound recording]. Chanhassen, Minn. : Soulfood, [2006]

RA781.7 .Y64338 2008

RA1247.R33 B74 2002

TD223 .A47 2004

Also available on the Internet.

TD370 .C66 2004
Consider the source [electronic resource] an interactive guide to protecting

TD388.5 .G388 2003
Also available on the Internet.

TD883.17 .I37 2004
Also available on the Internet.

TD885.5.C3 N38 2005

TR287 .M34 1999

TR647.U45 O88 2007

TR653.E85 H86 2003

U.S. Government Documents
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J 28.15/2:C 73
Also available on the Internet.
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HV2440 .F3774 2001

HV2534.A3 T66 1996

HV2534.A3 T662 1998

HV2534.A3 T663 2000

LB1573 .A39418 2008

LB1587.S5 S86 2003

QC981.8.G56 G562 2002
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After the storm.
Also available as a videocassette in the Media Center. CALL NUMBER: MEDIA CENTER TD223 .A47 2004

**Commercial sexual exploitation of children: what do we know and what do we do about it?**

Washington, DC : U.S. Dept. of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, National Institute of Justice, [2007]

Also available as a pamphlet in Government Documents. CALL NUMBER: J 28.15/2:C 73

**Empowering local communities through leadership development and capacity building.**


Also available as a book in the Main Collection. CALL NUMBER: HN90.C6 E47 2007

**Getting in step: a video guide for conducting watershed outreach campaigns.**


Also available as a videocassette in the Media Center. CALL NUMBER: MEDIA CENTER TD388.5 .G388 2003

**Glenn Brown’s History of the United States Capitol.**


Also available as a book in the Oversize Collection. CALL NUMBER: q F204.C2 B79 2007

**The IAQ tools for schools advantage.**


Also available as a videocassette in the Media Center. CALL NUMBER: MEDIA CENTER TD883.17 .I37 2004

**North Dakota strategic planning community assessment: 2007 survey results: findings from the North Dakota strategic planning research project.**

Erickson, Kendra. [Fargo, N.D.] : North Dakota State Data Center, [2007]

Also available as a book in Special Collections. CALL NUMBER: SPECIAL COLLECTIONS HT441.N9 E75 2007

**North Dakota strategic planning profile: findings from the North Dakota strategic planning research project.**

Nikle, Jordyn. Fargo, ND : North Dakota State Data Center, [2007]

Also available as a book in Special Collections. CALL NUMBER: SPECIAL COLLECTIONS HT393.N9 N55 2007

**Tap into prevention: drinking water information for health care providers.**
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